A View from the ‘Observation Deck’:
How Latham Harnesses Remote Arguments to
Get Associates a (Virtual) Seat in the Courtroom
“Maybe because everything is so unpredictable, a lot of our junior lawyers would
say, ‘I got interesting opportunities that I wasn’t expecting.’” says Michele Johnson,
Latham’s litigation department chair.
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One lingering question I’ve had since large
swaths of the legal world shifted to remote work
is how all the changes have affected junior litigators at large law firms. Those lawyers were already
struggling to get court time and stand-up opportunities in front of judges and juries before trial dates
got pushed and large portions of courtroom work
shifted to video- or phone-conferences.
I spoke with Michele Johnson, the global chair
of the litigation & trial department of Latham
& Watkins for this week’s episode of Law.com’s
Legal Speak podcast. The bulk of our conversation
focused on her projections for the litigation climate
in 2021 and the challenge of keeping her team
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Lit Daily: Tell me about how you’ve tried to
maintain training and mentoring opportunities
for young litigators while working in this allremote setting.
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We encourage and support our lawyers to then
meet up with any interested junior associate who
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had the chance to do.

Each instance of a stand-up opportunity gives

I think our junior associates are able to attend

the client additional confidence in the junior law-

more hearings than what they have been able to

yer and then next time you don’t need the senior

in the past, and—this might be anecdotal— but I

lawyer sitting right next to you off-camera hand-
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depositions than otherwise, because the budget
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would have only permitted one lawyer to travel.
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But now, two or more can attend remotely and the
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partner can sort of second chair the associate by
either being right off-camera or remotely with the
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